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In this paper I will discuss certain misguided, but widely held views of science that have a peculiarly American twist - in particular, a view called "methodological naturalism."  The criticism in this paper is as much directed at certain legitimate scientists and philosophers defending the theory of evolution as proponents for pseudoscience.  My primary goal is to suggest more constructive and effective arguments against pseudoscience.  First, however, one needs to understand the American context.

As you probably know, the US is a very religious country.  According to polls, self-acknowledged atheists score around 5% of the population.​[1]​ Only another 5% of Americans would describe themselves as agnostic, leaving most of the remainder of Americans as believers in God - not just some higher spiritual force.  Yet despite this flourishing of theism and Christianity into the 21st century, many religious Americans feel that they are in the grips of an atheist secular elite who control the schools and other higher institutions of learning.  Indeed, in the prestigious National Academy of Sciences, about 80% of these elite scientists profess disbelief in God or the immortality of the soul. And most of the rest are agnostic.​[2]​  Many fundamentalist Christians view this culture gap as an insidious satanic conspiracy designed to twist the fragile minds of their children away from God and the faith.  Many even blame communism and homosexuality on teaching Darwin's theory of evolution in the schools.​[3]​  

From creationism to a critique of science

Today's anti-evolutionists claim that solid, scientific empirical evidence favors a theory of intelligent design​[4]​ over a theory of speciation by means of evolution and natural selection.  However, anti-evolutionists have been unable to convince the mainstream scientific community to acknowledge any fundamental weakness in Darwinian theory. Their new tactic is to claim an irrational bias on the part of scientists supporting evolution. These anti-evolutionists suggest that pro-evolution scientists are drunk on the drug of naturalism. They point out that many scientists will not admit as proper science the possibility that life on earth was caused by God or any other supernatural source - they accuse scientists of ruling out a priori intelligent design and creationism.  Thus, their new tactic is to shift from a discussion of the observational evidence - which is largely agreed upon by both sides - to a discussion of proper scientific methodology and interpretation of evidence.  In other words, the tactic is to largely shift the discussion from the raw evidence to philosophy of science - a shift that many working scientists are ill prepared to deal with.

The teaching of science in public school has become a fierce battleground in the US.  In two Supreme Court rulings (1968 and 1982), anti-evolutionists definitively lost the battle to simply ban the teaching of evolution outright in a public school.  Since then, various Federal and district courts have ruled against "balanced treatment" requirements for creationism to be taught side by side with evolution.  But though the matter has never officially reached the Supreme Court, it undoubtedly will in some form or other.  For the past 20 years, creationists and other anti-evolutionists have pursued a systematic, grass-roots strategy to undermine the teaching of theory of evolution.  Politically well-organized and financed, drawing on the widespread religious conservatism of the American populace, creationists have gotten themselves elected to local school boards.  The school boards decide the classroom curriculum.  Their strategy is to drop the word "creationism" in favor of the phrase "intelligent design".  In public forums, they do not mention God or religion; rather, they often frame the issue purely as a discussion of proper scientific evidence and methodology.

This new, more sophisticated approach is effective.  Recently, several school districts in Bush's "red states" now require all biology texts presenting the theory of evolution to display a prominent sticker alerting students that the doctrine of evolution and natural selection is "just a theory" and not fact.  As President Bush put it during the campaign:  "On the issue of evolution, the verdict is still out on how God created the Earth." Of course, anti-evolutionists single out evolution, and do not press for a similar sticker on physics texts warning that the atomic theory of matter is "just a theory".  Since the standards of methodology and evidence that support the theory of evolution are the very standards that support all well-confirmed scientific theories, scientists naturally see such disclaimers as a threat to basic science education.  If forced to give equal time to evolution deniers, why not equal time to climate change deniers, holocaust deniers, or the view HIV does not cause AIDS - there are vociferous dissenters with PhDs on these issues too.  Should qualified scientists or a popular vote determine a science curriculum? Stay tuned; the courts will decide.

This attack has put scientists in a difficult position.  Before creationists became politically effective and started taking over the government, courts, and the school boards, the scientists' main strategy was to simply ignore creationists and not give them undue publicity.  But scientists no longer have that luxury, and have found out the hard way the difference between being a good scientist and a good public debater - particularly dealing with an anti-intellectual, suspicious, and religious American public.  

On a deeper level, there is a truth that scientists rarely publicly recognize or admit to:  the widespread acceptance of Darwinian theory really is a threat to theism in general, and religious fundamentalism in particular.  While theism is not logically inconsistent with the theory of evolution, the acceptance of evolution and natural selection does undermine a principal support for belief in God:  the credibility of the argument from design.  It is not an accident that before Darwin published On the Origin of Species in 1859 most scientists and educated people were theists.  It is one thing for David Hume to have pointed out theoretical problems with the argument for design, but Hume offered no alternative mechanism that would explain all of the wondrous detailed complexity we see all around us.  Not only did Darwin posit a plausible natural mechanism for the creation of fine-tuned biological complexity, but he provided rigorous, detailed empirical evidence in support of the existence such a mechanism.  In so doing, Darwin undermined a key rational support for theism that, together with the general success of the naturalist stance, is reflected by the high percentage of scientists and scholars who today are atheist or agnostic.  

The problem for religious fundamentalists is not merely that science undermines the empirical evidence for theism, but rather that the results of science literally contradict claims in the Bible and other sacred texts.  If it is literally true that God supernaturally created Adam from clay and Eve from Adam's rib, then how is it possible that humans naturally evolved from non-human animals?  Since 79% of Americans believe in the Virgin birth​[5]​, scientists are naturally wary of publicly announcing that according to science, the Bible is literally false.  In public forums, most nonbelievers in America call themselves "agnostic" even if they believe that existence of God is highly unlikely.  They do so on the dubious grounds that they sincerely acknowledge the possibility that God exists, and hence cannot say for sure that He does not exist.  However, for whatever odd reason, they rarely call themselves agnostic about the existence of Santa Claus or Zeus.

The response of methodological naturalism

Thus regardless of the deep truth, philosophers and scientists are all too keenly aware of the political and personal consequences of publicly endorsing the view that the results of science disparage religious belief or encourage atheism.  Their response, by and large, is to take the following, pragmatically "tactful" position:  science is essentially committed to "methodological naturalism"​[6]​ and assumes that all the phenomena it investigates are entirely natural and consistent with the laws of physics.  Thus if science encounters an unexplained phenomenon, it assumes a priori that there is some natural cause and will only test a natural hypothesis.  Since the claim, God supernaturally and directly created humans and other kinds of animals, violates known physical law, it is, they say, a claim beyond the competence of science.  They suggest it is simply not the business of science to say such claims are true or false.​[7]​ Thus science has nothing to say about the existence of God - one way or the other.  They point out that, by hypothesis, God is an omnipotent, supernatural being that cannot be put in a test tube and subject to controlled testing.  On this view, science does not criticize or challenge the rationality of theism or creationism - as long as their advocates do not call it "science".​[8]​ 

The beauty of this position is that dismissing creationism from the science classroom seems to completely avoid the need for messy, detailed discussions of the fossil record or the evidence.  Is archaeopteryx an intermediate species between birds and dinosaurs, as evolutionists claim, or just an odd bird as creationists claim?  "Who cares?" respond the methodological naturalists, if the point is to support the hypothesis that God did it all.  That hypothesis is simply inappropriate for a science classroom.  Moreover, evolutionists have even persuaded certain courts that intelligent design theory is just creationism in disguise, even though there is no overt mention of God or the supernatural.

The critique of methodological naturalism

The problem is that anti-evolutionists find this response disingenuous and misguided.  And they are right!  To begin with, not all anti-evolutionists are religious or even theists.  There is a sizeable group of rational, intelligent, well-informed people, many with PhDs, who challenge the science behind the theory of evolution and natural selection on purely secular grounds, without religious motivation.​[9]​  But secular anti-evolutionists aside, in fact the results of science do directly challenge the rationality of supernatural creationist claims.  Insofar as science confirms and raises the probability of (A), the claim that humans and animals have a common ancestor and naturally evolved, it thereby disconfirms and lowers the probability of (B), the claim that humans and animals have no common ancestor but were supernaturally created separately by God.  The truth of (A) and (B) are logically inconsistent, and one cannot rationally have confidence in both, or assign a high probability to both.  It is a matter of the simple logical principle of modus ponens: If (A) is probably true then (B) is probably false.  Science says that (A) is probably true, therefore according to the results of science, (B) is probably false.  Or consider another case:  many religious Christians believe (S), the image on the Shroud of Turin was supernaturally caused by God in a short burst of divine energy.  On the other hand, a substantial body of scientific evidence purports to establish (H), the Shroud is a 14th century, manmade forgery with a hand-painted image composed of red ocher and vermilion tempera paint.  If (H) is probably true then (S) is probably false.  Assuming that science does establish (H), one could then reasonably conclude that in all likelihood the image was not supernaturally created.​[10]​

Scientific investigation clearly has a direct bearing on the rationality of belief in certain supernatural claims - which is precisely why creationists and Shroud proponents are so keen the challenge mainstream science on these issues.  Of course, a central purpose of science is to establish publicly accessible, reliable claims about the empirical world.  It is important to note that no one, on either side of this debate, is challenging the authority of science to establish reliable empirical truth.  On some issues, the Church does take the position that scientific evidence is irrelevant to belief and faith: e.g., the doctrine of the transubstantiation of wine and bread literally into the blood and body of Christ.  According to science it is likely there is no such physical change.  But the faithful, by and large, accept that is what science says, which is exactly why it is considered a great "mystery".  But there is no requirement that religious believers put all doctrine in the category of mystery. Science does challenge the rationality of belief in creationism and the authenticity of the Shroud on purely scientific grounds.  

But what if the science really is flawed and biased?  This kind of scientific bias is hardly unknown: think of the Lysenko case in the former Soviet Union, and the persecution of Mendelian genetics.  If institutional science really were biased and flawed in that manner, then the courts would have a legitimate secular basis for finding in favor of anti-evolutionist science even if the extrinsic motivation for pressing the case were primarily religious.  There is simply no reasonable way of adjudicating this issue without looking at the hard evidence and deciding whether the criticisms of the theory of evolution are warranted or not.

Objection:  rejecting the supernatural on the grounds of vagueness and testability

I have encountered the following objection to my position: even if the results of scientific investigation do directly or indirectly disconfirm creationism and render it unlikely, it still does not follow that creationist or supernatural claims are testable and appropriate for either legitimate science or a science classroom.  Supernatural claims are often vague and undefined:  proponents often refuse to say what results would count as definitive evidence either for or against the claim.  So if carbon 14 testing shows the earth to be billions of years old, many creationists simply attack the legitimacy of carbon 14 testing in some ad hoc manner.  Or, they might respond that such evidence of an ancient earth is God's way of testing our faith.  To take an extreme case, consider the Sudden Appearance hypothesis:

(SA)	God suddenly created the universe 5 minutes ago complete with all the deceptive evidence that scientists cite to establish that the universe is billions of years old.  In other words, God has systematically and meticulously arranged the evidence to lead scientists to the entirely rational, but false, conclusion that the universe is ancient.

While logically possible, (SA) is entirely self-defeating.  If true, according to the hypothesis itself, it is irrational for us to believe it is true.  It is thus untestable​[11]​ in principle.  However, regardless of whether it is testable, according to science, we have good reason to dismiss the truth of (SA):  the results of astronomy and geology rationally establish with high probability that the earth is much older than 5 minutes; hence it is rational to believe it is highly unlikely that (SA) is true.  The point is, according to this objection, that we should surely a priori ban untestable hypotheses such as (SA) from legitimate science and the science classroom.  And the fact that science gives us good reason to dismiss the truth of (SA) or creationism is entirely irrelevant.  Thus, according to this objection, perhaps we should a priori ban all supernatural claims from science for related reasons. 

But this objection misses a very fundamental point:  the problems of testability cited are general and have nothing to do with the supernatural per se.  For example, consider the following conspiracy hypothesis:

(C)	A highly sophisticated, secret group such as the Illuminati directly assassinated American President John F. Kennedy, but cleverly arranged the evidence to convince any careful, rational investigator that the killing was done by the mad, lone gunman, Lee Harvey Oswald.  Their execution of the fraud was so flawless, it is virtually certain that history will never learn of the deception.

There is absolutely nothing supernatural about (C), yet it suffers from exactly the same problem with testability that (SA) suffers:  if (C) is true, then, by hypothesis, it is not rational to believe it. Hence, even if such untestable hypotheses should be banned from science, the problem is not that they concern the supernatural.

Also, there are many proponents of extreme, absurd, completely natural views that simply refuse to recognize extensive, legitimate scientific or scholarly evidence to the contrary:  e.g., climate change, holocaust, and HIV-AIDS deniers.  The fact that irrational proponents refuse to recognize legitimate scientific evidence to the contrary hardly implies that a claim is not testable or beyond scientific investigation.  A proponent of the claim that HIV does not cause AIDS may be equally unable to specify what evidence would definitively count for or against his hypothesis, and make direct testing problematic in that sense.  But again, this problem has nothing to with the supernatural in particular - other than the fact that an unusually large percentage of proponents of the supernatural are scientifically illiterate.  The point here is that even if some supernatural claims are indeed unscientific and untestable, I have not seen a convincing case that all supernatural claims are like that, or that the problem in such cases is essentially connected to the supernatural.

Scientists are not philosophers, and many have inherited a rather over simplistic concept of testability from the legacy of logical positivism.  The notions of "prove," "test," "confirm," "verify," and "falsify" are often confused.​[12]​  In fact, most supernatural claims are testable in the sense that one can set up a rigorous scientific investigation that can strongly disconfirm the claim.​[13]​  

Science can investigate and confirm the supernatural

A more difficult and interesting question is whether science can investigate, confirm, and raise the probability of a supernatural claim.  There are two potential obstacles:  (a) supernatural phenomena are often conceived of as being in principle beyond scientific explanation, and (b) science does have a strong commitment to naturalism and is loath to entertain the supernatural. Of course, the contrary to "the supernatural" is "the natural," which is essentially our view empirical reality as determined by contemporary science.  Our concept of the division between "natural" and "supernatural" (or unnatural) is very different from that of the natural philosophers and savants 400 years ago.  Francis Bacon, a founder of modern science, was a famous alchemist; whereas, today we would consider the claims of alchemy to be supernatural.  Bacon's view did not align the natural with purely materialistic causal mechanisms and the secular, as we do today.​[14]​  In the modern western sense, "naturalism" is the doctrine that everything in physical reality is governed by impersonal, universal law-like regularities (natural laws) that both explain and predict the behavior of all physical phenomena.  Also (for the most part at least) physical laws and phenomena are in principle accessible to publicly repeatable, verifiable, third-party scientific investigation.  The "supernatural", if it exists, would be phenomena that violate these natural laws.  The term is usually only applied to alleged forces and mechanisms beyond the capacity of science to understand or explain (at least given the current state of scientific knowledge).  Thus insofar as proponents seek to establish that the Shroud of Turin is a genuine supernatural miracle, they want to show that it has properties that are truly beyond any comprehensive explanation of modern science. It is also worth noting that supernatural phenomena are almost always alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by some intelligent agent, be it a ghost, a wizard, a demon, or God. 

A coherent view of the supernatural

I've encountered a number of materialists who argue that the concept of the supernatural is simply incoherent in science:  they argue there is no difference between calling a phenomenon "supernatural" and saying that its cause is currently unknown.  If ghosts truly exist, then they are things in the universe along with everything else.  Once we understand their properties, and the laws that govern them, science and our understanding of the natural world will simply expand to cover them.  The same goes for God, if He indeed exists.  So either ghosts exist or they do not.  If they do not exist, then they are not a genuine supernatural phenomenon.  But if they do exist, they are merely an as yet unexplained phenomenon that is nevertheless entirely natural.  Either way, the genuinely supernatural does not exist. 

However, there is a more charitable interpretation of our common use of "supernatural" that preserves its meaningfulness.  The concept of "supernatural" requires the concept of a world that has a "natural" order, meaning that it normally operates according to a set of "natural" laws.  We can make sense of the existence of the supernatural by conceiving of our reality as somehow being embedded in a larger reality, such that forces from the "outside" can act (or hack into) our universe, but we feeble creatures do not have any direct causal access to events on the outside. As an analogy, consider the rules of a chess program which determine that a white bishop has no power to jump squares and move on black – and those are the "natural" rules of the chess game world. But the chess program itself is part of a larger reality in which a programmer can hack the chess program and unnaturally cause the white bishop to jump to the black squares – something the white bishop is powerless to do from within.  So for example, if we turn out to live in a well-defined embedded computer reality such as in the movie, The Matrix, then the supernatural would amount to intervention in the normal course of events from outside the matrix. Or perhaps creatures from the fourth dimension can intervene in our world, but we have no access to theirs.  In that sense, on my account, their intervention would be "supernatural".  In my sense occasional, inexplicable interference from creatures in the fourth dimension, in apparent violation of natural law, would be "unnatural" and hence "supernatural", even if it later turned out fourth dimensional access became the norm and would no longer be considered supernatural. Maybe we 3D creatures will eventually come to understand the fourth dimension and maybe not, but it does not matter: our current classification of natural and supernatural phenomena may still be useful and meaningful. This conception of the supernatural can even preserve the requirement that some intelligent agency must be responsible for anything supernatural.

On my view, by definition, a supernatural claim cannot be fully currently explained by science.  While such a situation may seem odd, it is not that unusual.  Science investigates and develops large bodies of data on unexplained phenomena all the time.  Few in science think they have a definitive understanding of Alzheimer's disease, gravity, space, time, or black holes.  For all we know, due to the inherent physical limitations of human beings, we may never have a definitive understanding of black holes.  Perhaps black holes in fact have a supernatural source.  But even so, we can still scientifically investigate them, learn about their physical properties, and confirm hypotheses.  Thus, in and of itself, not being fully explainable by science and natural law is not an obstacle to scientific investigation.

Science has a pragmatic, but not essential, commitment to naturalism

The second obstacle to confirming a supernatural hypothesis is more serious:  scientists do have a strong heuristic commitment to the naturalistic stance, and generally will not entertain a supernatural hypothesis.  Indeed, this commitment is entirely justified. Over the past 3 centuries, the pragmatic success of naturalism and scientific methodology in terms of technology, usefulness, creature comforts, and life expectancy is undeniable.  This very success in turn pragmatically justifies scientific methodology and the naturalistic stance.  Witness the dominance of the naturalistic worldview derived from science – not just in the practice of science, but in everyday life.  The fact is that in the last few hundred years, in the most successful flourishing societies, naturalism has overtaken supernaturalism in most fields of human endeavor:  farming, construction, fishing, manufacturing, automobile repair, engineering, law, medicine, therapy of all sorts, sports, military operations, business, looking for the car keys, and the list goes on.  Consider, for example, criminal law.  How often does a criminal investigator invoke a supernatural cause to explain a crime?  How often does a court these days seriously consider a supernatural defense?  Yet four hundred years ago such appeals were not uncommon. Most policemen, detectives, lawyers, law professors, and judges are theists, not philosophical naturalists.  A homicide detective's commitment to naturalism is not some irrational a priori bias.  Criminal investigators look for natural explanations, and have such a strong heuristic commitment to naturalism, because that approach pragmatically works.  Seriously pursuing a criminal investigation, looking for supernatural causes such as ghosts, witchcraft or sorcery, is statistically a waste of time and resources.  For example, most priests are naturalists when it comes to mental illness.  In this day and age a priest is far more likely to view schizophrenic behavior as being caused by brain chemistry rather than demonic possession.  Rarely will a priest recommend an exorcism over medication.  Why?  Because the scientific-naturalistic model works, and Thorazine, or other anti-psychotic drugs, are far more effective than exorcism.  Regardless of whether naturalism is “essential” to science, a strong pragmatic commitment to scientific naturalism is clearly justified when it comes to explaining the physical world.

Asking a scientist to find evidential support for a supernatural claim is like asking them to find such support for the claim that the earth is flat despite centuries of systematic evidence to the contrary.  As Hume pointed out, extraordinary claims require not merely evidence, but systematic comprehensive evidence to overturn a well-confirmed theory or model.  Think of what kind of evidence it would take to rationally convince mainstream science to give up the model of a spherical earth.  For example a single picture or movie depicting a flat earth purportedly taken from outer space would hardly make a dent in our confidence of a round earth - though it would technically count as a piece of supporting evidence to the contrary.  Similarly it would take extraordinary evidence to significantly support a supernatural claim, but it is nevertheless possible. 

A hypothetical case for the supernatural





In the famous 1925 Tennessee trial on the teaching of evolution, the judge began by reading the first 27 verses of the Book of Genesis.​[15]​  A little later, he banned all expert witness testimony on evolution.  That trial was clearly about religion.  In contrast, however, the recent court cases on the teaching of evolution are primarily about science and only secondarily about religion.  Intelligent design material rarely mentions God or the Bible, and a significant number of anti-evolutionists are in fact not religious. Today's anti-evolutionists know it is confused and unfair for evolutionists and courts to rule against them primarily on the grounds of religious or supernatural content.  For example, if a body of rigorous, systematic scientific investigation did provide significant support for the existence of a supernatural God, theists would be entirely within their rights to insist the evidence not be ignored or misrepresented in science classrooms.​[16]​  A particular confluence of social and religious factors, as well as its logical positivist legacy, has shaped the response of the American scientific community to this issue.  When prominent scientists practice bad philosophy of science and rule out scientific support for theism a priori, anti-evolutionists naturally view the criticism from these scientists as unreasonably biased and motivated by an anti-religious secularism.  This confused situation in turn both motivates anti-evolutionist scorn and weakens the effectiveness of evolutionists' arguments. 

In fact, I think that widespread skepticism of climate change and global warming is related to evolution skepticism: it’s not and accident that both are predominantly American phenomena. Perhaps, because the scientific establishment is, with some justification, seen by a large segment of the American populace as atheist liberals (which many are), arrogantly and unreasonably dismissive of intelligent design theories by some highly credentialed scientists and scholars​[17]​ Hence when these same scientists make the case for climate change “in the name of science,” is it any wonder they have a credibility problem with this same segment of the US population?

The courts are increasingly confronted with issues of science versus pseudoscience (particularly in medical liability cases).  In 2000, there was a major trial in England examining, in detail, evidence for and against the Holocaust.​[18]​ What counts as legitimate science is a major problem for society, and unfortunately there simply is no self-evident sign that marks a particular hypothesis as pseudoscience as opposed to merely poor science: it is all a matter a specific evidence and context.  Ultimately, the courts must defer to an eminent institution such as the National Academy of Sciences on matters of what counts as good science, as opposed to juries and lawyers.  But at this point, the NAS simply doesn’t have the requisite credibility and respect from the American public to make this legal solution politically feasible. The only answer is long term: science education and maintaining strong, robust, credible scientific institutions.




















^1	  http://www.atheistempire.com/reference/stats/main.html, http://www.atheists.org/flash.line/atheism8.htm 
^2	  http://www.atheists.org/flash.line/atheism6.htm
^3	  As Georgia Judge Braswell Dean put it:  "This monkey mythology of Darwin is the cause of permissiveness, promiscuity, pills, prophylactics, perversions, pregnancies, abortions, pornotherapy, pollution, poisoning, and proliferations of crimes of all types." (Time Magazine, March 16, 1982, p. 82) Unfortunately, it does no good to point out that secular scientists and educators have been molding the minds of American students for over two generations with little noticeable effect on the rate of church attendance. See also http://www.accessexcellence.org/BF/bf02/scott/bf02a03.html
^4	  Intelligent design is the general view that the variety of life and fine-tuned complexity that we see on earth cannot be explained by Darwinian mechanisms, and requires reasonable people to posit the existence a sophisticated Designer, be it natural or supernatural. Creationism is belief in the literal truth of Book of Genesis.  In the US, over 90% of the population subscribe to some version of intelligent design, and over 50% of those are creationist.  (For a discussion of the polls on this topic see:  http://www.csicop.org/doubtandabout/polling/.)  But there is also a significant group of secular anti-evolutionists, many atheists, who for various reasons are skeptical that the theory of evolution and natural selection can account for the observed variety and complexity of life on earth. There are various schools of intelligent design.  The religious fundamentalist variety claims that the theory of evolution violates the laws of probability and laws of thermodynamics.  And not all believers in intelligent design are anti-evolutionists:  many, share the view of the Catholic Church that God guided evolution and natural selection. But the bottom line is that most anti-evolutionists are motivated by faith in God, and virtually all believe in intelligent design.  I say "virtually all" because there is a small group of proponents of panspermia, the theory that the seeds of life on earth were planted on earth by comets and asteroids.  They are sometimes interpreted as being "anti-evolutionist" and challenging the conventional view that all life on earth is entirely home grown and evolved naturally.  One the other hand, most evolutionary scientists deny that the theory of evolution in any essential way addresses the origin of life, be it panspermia or abiogenesis, here on earth. 
^5	  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/6650997/site/newsweek/
^6	   As far as I can tell, the phrase "methodological naturalism" was invented for this creationism debate.
^7	  As anthropologist Eugenie Scott, head of the National Center for Science Education, puts it, "If science is limited to using natural explanations, this means that [creationists] can’t claim ‘God did it’ is science, it also means that [philosophical materialists/evolutionists] can’t say ‘God didn’t do it’ is science. See: Scott, Eugenie C. "Two Kinds of Materialism", Free Inquiry, vol. 18 no. 2, Spring 1998 p. 20
^8	  This is the position of The National Center for Science Education (http://www.ncseweb.org/) - the main nonprofit pro-evolution advocacy organization in the US.  	One also sees this view represented in the expert testimony of philosophers and scientists at in various court cases on the issue. For example see the 1982 McLean v. Arkansas Board of Education decision by federal district court Judge William Overton:  http://www.antievolution.org/projects/mclean/new_site/index.htm#McLean%20v.%20Arkansas%20decision  Judge Overton characterizes science as follows: "(1) It is guided by natural law; (2) It has to be explanatory by reference to natural law; (3) It is testable against the empirical world." Also see the expert testimony in that same decision by the well-known philosopher of science Michael Ruse and paleontologist Stephen Jay Gould: McLean v. Arkansas decision	Many publications by both scientists and philosophers expound variations of this view of the debate. See philosopher's Robert T. Pennock's Tower of Babel: The Evidence against the New Creationism (1999); philosopher Michael Ruse's But Is It Science: The Philosophical Question in the Creation/Evolution Controversy (1996); and Stephen Jay Gould's Rocks of Ages: Science and Religion in the Fullness of Life (2002)
^9	   Most share a conviction that the 700 million years between the formation of earth and the earliest complex fossils of the Cambrian explosion is simply not enough time for natural selection to produce that result.  Some point out that on certain models of planet formation, earth would not have cooled sufficiently to allow liquid water to support life.  For example, eminent scientists Fred Hoyle and Francis Crick thought that the empirical evidence is more consistent with the theory of panspermia:  the doctrine that the seeds of life were likely brought to earth by comets or asteroids.  See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panspermia.  But others also think that the variety of fine-tuned complexity justifies the posit of some sort of intelligent designer.
^10	  One would think that this position would be clear enough, but I have encountered a number of scientists who are so committed to the view that science cannot defeat a supernatural claim, that they prefer to give up the principle of modus ponens, insisting that it does not apply to scientific claims, rather than give up their view of the supernatural.
^11	  I am assuming here that "testable" implies the possibility of confirming the hypothesis.
^12	  The notion of "proof" is often misapplied to science.  The notion is derived from the days when the paradigm of justification was mathematics and deductive proof, implying necessity or certainty.  Science, on the other hand is inductive, and only purports to establish claims with some degree of probability.  I do not even like the term "falsifiable" since it often is taken to mean that a single crucial experiment or observation can definitively defeat even a well-confirmed theory.  In fact, there is no single experiment or observation that can definitively establish the falsity of a well-confirmed theory such as the theory of evolution.  I prefer using the terminology of confirmation and disconfirmation, with the understanding that disconfirming evidence tends to lower our confidence in probable truth without necessarily destroying it.
	Another problem is using the extremely successful experimental sciences of physics and chemistry as paradigms of scientific investigation and confirmation.  In physics and chemistry, a controlled experiment (mostly in laboratories) is the model for investigating and "testing" a hypothesis by matching predictions with actual observations.  But Darwin did not have the luxury of "testing" his theory in such a manner; he primarily built his case on the basis Occam's Razor and inductive inference to the best explanation.  If we take Darwin's meticulous investigation as being a paradigm of science, then the notion of testability in the experimental sense is not crucial to good science.
^13	  In fact the James Randi Educational Foundation (http://www.randi.org/research/index.html) has a standing one million dollar award to any person who can replicate alleged paranormal phenomena under controlled conditions.  Carbon 14 testing the Shroud of Turin is another example. Moreover, as I argue later on, many supernatural claims are also testable in the sense that they can be confirmed.
^14	  Indeed, in his Optics, Isaac Newton (also an alchemist) posited God as the explanation of why the orbits of the planets do not decay over time due to the gravitational influences of each other and other bodies. See Newton’s discussion of science and God in his Optics:  http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/newton-optics.html excerpts.
^15	  For a fascinating accounts of the Scopes trial see: http://www.borndigital.com/scopes.htm and http://www.ronaldbrucemeyer.com/rants/0721a-almanac.htm
^16	   Evolutionists often complain that anti-evolutionist science primarily consists of entirely negative attacks on Darwinian science.  But bear in mind that the accepted framework of the Aristotelian-Ptolemaic view of the motion and the universe had to be overturned prior to the acceptance of the heliocentric solar system:  the claim that the earth whirls rapidly through space had to be made plausible.  Galileo's discovery of mountains on earth's moon, moons orbiting other planets, and evidence for inertia were crucial in making the case that the standard view was flawed.  Even if Galileo had only offered this negative case, without the positive alternative heliocentric view, the science would have been legitimate and worthwhile.  In any case, this is how anti-evolutionists view such criticism.
^17	  For example, intelligent design theorist, Prof. Michael Behe, author of “Darwin’s Black Box,” is a professor of biochemistry at a respectable university, with a PhD in biochemistry from the University of Pennsylvania, and a respectable résumé. Another prominent intelligent design theorist has a PhD in history and philosophy of science from none other than the prestigious Cambridge University in the UK.
^18	  See http://veritas3.holocaust-history.org/irvings-war/
